There are many reasons why God Made Negroes black, the first reason was, to remind them not to kill. Another reason, is to remind them, to let no darkness be in them.

God Made Negroes black, to remind them that the black mind kill, steal, trespass, tell lies; experiment with people, and animals; and it has other black minded traits. The Negro Race has reached deeper into it than any Race.

The Black Mind can only know itself, retain itself, do itself, and talk itself — it is molded different than the Natural Mind and the yellow Mind.

The Black Mind can only externalize itself upon those that use it. The Black Mind can not create white people, or beautiful people, or perfection — and Negroes are supposed to be black and Negro design, till judgment day's appointed time and place, for them to become another color and design — the color and design of the Mind they use.

Each Race have access to the Natural Mind — and the yellow Mind — and the Black Mind — which did you use, to get into the White People's School? The yellow Mind is sly, tricky, jealous, spiteful, coward